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Abstract. Let M be a box spline associated with an arbitrary set of direc-

tions and suppose that S(M) is the space spanned by the integer translates

of M . In this note, the subspace of all polynomials in S(M) is shown to be

the joint kernal of a certain collection of homogeneous differential operators

with constant coefficients. The approximation order from the dilates of S(M)

to smooth functions is thereby characterized. This extends a well-known re-

sult of de Boor and Hollig (B-splines from parallelepipeds, J. Analyse Math. 42

(1982/83), 99-115), on box splines with integral direction sets.

The argument used is based on a new relation, valid for any compactly

supported distribution 4>, between the semidiscrete convolution (j>*' and the

distributional convolution <j>* .

1. Introduction

Let H be a real sxn matrix with nonzero columns. At times we think of E

as the collection of its column vectors, so that £ £E means that £ is a column

of S and Y c S means that Y is an sxk (k < n) submatrix of E. The box

spline Af= associated with E is defined to be the Dirac distribution in case E

is empty (i.e., n = 0), and otherwise by the distributional rule

(1.1) Ms(y/):= [      v(Zt)dt,    Vy/eC(RJ).
■'[0,1]"

Its Fourier transform is given by

(1.2) M,(w) = \[ I   e-,w'ildt.
ZeEJo

In general, M= can be identified with a positive measure supported on a com-

pact polyhedral subset of the column span of E, and, in case E is of rank
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5, M-=: Rs —► R+ is a compactly supported piecewise polynomial function.

Various specific relevant references on box splines are given in the sequel. For

expository material on box splines, we refer the reader to [C] (and references

therein) as well as to the forthcoming book of de Boor, Hollig, and Riemen-

schneider [BHR].
The main purpose of this note is to characterize the approximation order of

box spline spaces. For any compactly supported distribution dj, we define S(<p)

to be the (infinite) span of the integer translates of (f>:

(1.3) S(<p) := span{FQ</>: a£ls},

with Ex , x £RS, the translation operator,

(1.4) Ex:f~f(. + x).

A space of the form S(M), for a box spline M, is referred to as a box spline

space. To define the approximation order of S(M), we need a way to refine

this space. A refinement Sn(^>) (with h positive and small) of S(4>) can be

obtained by scaling S(<j>),

(1.5) Sh(4>):={f(-/h):f£S(<p)}.

The approximation order of S(tj>) (in the co-norm) is then the maximal integer

d that satisfies

(1.6) distooC/, Sh(<l>)) = 0(hd),    Vf£W£,

where W^ is the usual Sobolev space. For a function <j>, the study of approx-

imation orders for the space S(q>) is significantly facilitated by the Strang-Fix

Conditions. These conditions focus on the space 11(0) of all polynomials in

S(<t>) and assert (cf. [R]) that the approximation order of S(tp) is the maximal

integer d for which

(i.7) nrf_,cn(0),

provided that 0(0) ^ 0. (Here and elsewhere n := Yl(Rs) is the space of all

complex-valued s-variate polynomials and Ylk is the subspace of all polynomi-

als of total degree at most k .) Consequently, the question of approximation

orders is reduced to the identification of the space U((f>).

A characterization of n(Af=) is well known in case E is an integral matrix

(i.e., all entries in S are integers). To describe it, we associate with each column

£ of E the polynomial p{: x h-> <* • x, and define

(1.8) Pr:=II^'        7cE-

Thus Py(D) is the product of the directional derivatives p$(D) (in any order).

With

(1.9) K(S):={r cE: rank(S\7)<5},

it is known that

(1.10) Yl(Ms) = D(E):={q£ II: pY(D)q = 0, VFeK(H)}.
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Since Yl(ME) is obtained in (1.10) as the intersection (in n, but as a mat-

ter of fact even in the distribution space 3f'(Rs)) of kernels of homogeneous

differential operators with constant coefficients, it follows that

nd_x cU(ME)^(#Y>d, VY GK(E)),

where #Y is the number of columns in the matrix Y, i.e., the cardinality of the

multiset Y. Consequently, the approximation order of S(ME) is the number

(1.12) dE:=min{#Y:Y £K(E)},

i.e., the lowest degree of the differential operators involved in the definition of

D(E). These results were first established by de Boor and Hollig in [BH] and

were also proved (with the aid of different arguments and in a slightly more

general setting) by Dahmen and Micchelli in [DM].

As emphasized earlier, this characterization of the approximation order for

S(ME) is valid only when the underlying matrix E is integral. For a general E,

it is still true [BH] that M-= is piecewise in D(E), so that U(ME) c D(E) and
the number d~ given in (1.12) provides an upper bound for the approximation

order of S(ME). Yet, simple examples show that in general this bound is not

attained and may be far from the actual approximation order. In this note we

show that, surprisingly, H(ME) is always realizable as the common nullspace of

certain differential operators of the form py(D), Y c E. We thereby extend

the aforementioned results of [BH, DM] to nonintegral matrices.

Our argument is based on the interplay between the convolution operator

Af=* and related differential and difference operators [BH]. To make this in-

terplay effective in the setting here, we invoke, in §2, the Poisson summation

formula in a way that reduces the characterization of H(<p) (for a compactly

supported distribution 0), to the study of the action of the convolution oper-

ator 0* on the exponential spaces eaYl, a £ 2nZs (henceforth, ea(-) = ela').

This avoids the standard conversion of the problem into the Fourier transform

domain. The main result is stated and proved in §3 and is followed by some

discussion and examples.

2. Semidiscrete convolution

Throughout this paper 0 is assumed to be a compactly supported distribution

(in j dimensions). We reserve the notation 0* for the standard distributional

convolution operator (defined on 3>'), and, following [B], use the notation 0*'

for the semidiscrete convolution operator that is defined as

(2.1) 0*': / ~ 0 *' / := £ f(a)E-a<p £ 5(0),
q€Zs

with / being any function defined (at least) on Is.

The following result is useful in the study of 11(0). For a function 0 it can

be found in [B].

Proposition 2.2. Assume that 0* is 1-1 on W. Then

(2.3) n(0) = {pen:0*'pen} = 0*'n(0).
Proof. Since 11(0) is translation invariant [B], it is an invariant space of 0*;

hence, the injectivity of 0* on n implies that 0 * 11(0) = 11(0). Set

(?:= {pen: <t>*'p£fl}.
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By [BR1], 0 *' Q = n(0), while, by [BR2],

(2.4) 0*'p€n-»0*'p = 0*p,     pen.

Thus 0 * Q = n(0). Since we have also shown that 0 * n(0) = n(0), it follows
that Q = n(0), and the proof is complete.      □

At this juncture, we wish to point out that 0 * n C n and that the injectivity

of 0* on n is equivalent to the statement 0(0) ^ 0. To see this equivalence,

note that on the one hand, if 0(0) = 0 then 0*1 = 4>8 = 0, hence 0*1=0,

i.e., 0* is not injective on n. Conversely, if 0(0) ^ 0 then 0 * 1 ̂  0, so 0*

is degree-preserving and consequently injective on n.

Proposition 2.2 suggests the study of the map 0 *' |n as a means of identifying

the space n(0). It is therefore rather annoying to realize that, in contrast with

the standard convolution operator 0 * , 0*' does not commute with nonintegral

translations and hence fails to commute with differentiation. This obstacle is

being circumvented here with the aid of the identity

(2.5) 0*'/=   zZ  </>*&/)>
a€2n?f

which is valid under various conditions on the pair (0,/). It is a direct ap-

plication of Poisson's summation formula, as in [SF, DM, B, BR2], but, unlike

these cited references, is not restricted to a polynomial or an exponential /.

More importantly, it does not convert the problem into the Fourier transform

domain, thus allowing us to exploit efficiently the favourable properties of the

convolution operator 0*.

Theorem 2.6. Let 0 be a compactly supported distribution and f an infinitely

differentiable function. Then 0*' / and Y^a&2nv <t>* (eaf) converge in 2' and
to the same limit, i.e., (2.5) holds.

Proof. By Poisson's summation formula [F, p. 104], the sum 2^ae2^zs e<* con"

verges in 3S' to 23aezs ^« (with 8a being point-evaluation at a). Thus, since

multiplication by / e C°° as well as convolution with a compactly supported

0 are continuous operations in 31', we obtain

a€Zs qSZ3 \     a€Zs       /

=0* (/ e m =<t>* (zZ e°A = zZ 0* (*«/)■ °
\     ae27[Zs      / \ae2nZs / a^2nZs

Remark 2.7. Since the convergence of the sum ^ae2,rzs e<* holds in much

stronger topologies than the ^'-topology, the smoothness assumption on /

can be relaxed. Further, upon restricting the growth rate of / at oo, we may

allow 0 to have noncompact support. However, the simple form above of The-

orem 2.6 is sufficient for all the applications considered in this paper, if, in

addition, we observe that for a function / e Om (i.e., f is infinitely smooth

and has, along with all its derivatives, polynomial growth at oc ), equation (2.5)

extends to S".
Indeed, our subsequent application concerns the special case when (0 is

compactly supported and) / is a polynomial. In this case, Theorem 2.6 leads
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to the following corollary, the first part of which was previously established in

[BR2].

Corollary 2.8. For a compactly support 0 and a polynomial p,

0*'pen<^0*'p = 0*p &4>*(eap) = 0,     Vae 27rZ*\0.

Proof. By Theorem 2.6 and Remark 2.7, 0 *' p - tp * p has its Fourier trans-

form supported on 2nZs \ 0, hence can never be a nontrivial polynomial, while

obviously, 0 * p is always a polynomial, whence the first equivalence. As to

the second equivalence, Theorem 2.6 clearly implies that 0 *' p = 0 * p iff

LZae2nv\o $ * (e»P) = 0, yet this latter sum can vanish only if each of its sum-

mands vanishes, e.g., since the supports of the Fourier transforms of these sum-

mands are pairwise disjoint, and the sum converges in 3" .    □

The following is a typical application of Corollary 2.8. Given a matrix Ksxk ,

we employ the notation

(2.9) VK.= 1[VZ.= YI(1-E-S)
(ex (ex

and record the following straightforward fact for use here and later.

Lemma 2.10. Let £ £ Rs, a £ Cs, and q £U. If V((ea) = 0 (equivalently,

if £<*(£) = 1). then V^(eaq) = eaV^q. Otherwise, V4 is injective on eaU.

Consequently, for every translation invariant space Q ell, eaV^Q c V^(eaQ).

Corollary 2.11. Let 0 be a compactly supported distribution. Then for any ma-

trix Ksxk , n(V*0) c n(0).

Proof. Set y/ :- VK<f>. By [BR1], there exists a translation invariant Q C U

such that y/ *' Q = Yl(i//). Since ^*'Qcll,we may invoke Corollary 2.8 to

obtain

(2.12) 4*(VK(eaQ)) = V*(eaQ) = 0,    \fa£2nZs\0.

But Q is translation invariant, and therefore, by Lemma 2.10, 0 * (eaVKQ) C

0*(VJC(eaQ)). Thus,

4>*(eaVKQ) = 0,     Va£2nZs\0,

which, together with Corollary 2.8, implies that

0 *' v*<2 = 0 * VKQ = (V*0) *Q= <j/*Q= y/ *' Q = Il(t//).

Hence Tl(y/) c 11(0) as claimed.   D

Remark 2.13. In case the matrix K is integral, the preceding corollary becomes

trivial, since then S(VK4>) = 5(0), hence also n(V*0) = 11(0). However, the

situation for a general K is subtle, since the space 5(V*0) might be very

different from 5(0). In particular, taking 0 to be the characteristic function

of the interval [0, 1), we check that n(0) = n0(R) while 0((1 - L5)0) = {0},
so that the inclusion in the corollary might be proper. Further, choosing 0

to be the characteristic function of the interval [0, .5), we get n(0) = {0},

while n((l + E~-5)0) = nn(R), showing thereby that the corollary above does

not extend to arbitrary difference operators (Lemma 2.10 does not carry over).
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Finally, note that no regularity assumption on 0 has been made here, namely,

the possibility 0(0) = 0 has not been excluded.

3. Box SPLINES

We say that 0 provides a partition of unity if 1 e 5(0), i.e., if 11(0) contains

n0 . Since n0 C 11(0) <=> 1 £ 11(0), it follows from Proposition 2.2 and (2.4)

that whenever 0(0) 7^0,0 provides a partition of unity if and only if

(3.1) 0*'1= const.

Suppose now that E is an 5 x 77 matrix, and define

Krj(E) := {Y c E: ME\Y does not provide a partition of unity}.

We shall see later that the minimal elements of the set Kfy(E) can be determined

directly from E without any recourse to box splines.

Theorem 3.2. For a matrix Esx„,

(3.3) U(ME)=    p|    kerpY(D):=Du(E).

YeKv(3)

We note that the theorem is trivial if ME does not provide a partition of

unity (since then fl(ME) — {0} = Du(E)). We may therefore assume that

no C H(ME); in particular, E is of rank s. Also, if E is an integral matrix

and KcH, then My provides a partition of unity if and only if rank V = s

[BH]. Thus Theorem 3.2 extends the result quoted in (1.10).

Roughly speaking, there are two different approaches toward the proof of the

integral case of Theorem 3.2. One method [DM] is based on a clever calculation

of the derivatives of the Fourier transform ME on the lattice 2nZs (cf. [DM,

Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.1, and Proposition 3.2]). The other method [BH, BAR]
is based on the identity [BH]

(3.4) pK(D)ME = VKMSXK,

which is valid for every K c E. Both approaches extend to the nonintegral

case. Here we exploit the latter method as a demonstration of the utility of

Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.11. In the proof, we make use of the following

simple lemmata.

Lemma 3.5. For every K £ IMS), Tl(ME\K) = {0}.

Proof. This follows directly from the definition of K(/(E), the fact that n(0)
is always translation invariant [B], and the fact that every nontrivial translation

invariant polynomial space contains n0 .   □

Lemma 3.6. Let t\ £ E and a £CS. Then

Mi*ea = 0& (V^a = 0 and p<(D)ea ^ 0).

Proof. The proof follows from the facts that

V<ea = 0 «• ea(-£) = 1,

Pt(D)ea*0#Pt(a)?0,

Mt*ea = 0& MAa) = g"^~ * = 0,
-iPt(a)
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and the fact that the univariate entire function ez - 1 has only simple zeros.   □

Proof of Theorem 3.2. We first prove that

U(Ms)cDu(E).

Since ME(0) = 1 , it suffices to show, in view of Proposition 2.2, that

ME*'ll(ME) c DV(E). Let p £ U(ME) and K £ Kj/(E). By Proposition
2.2, ME*'p£ll and, by (3.4),

n 3 pK(D)(ME *' p) = (VKME\K) *'p£ S(VKME\K).

Hence, by Corollary 2.11 and Lemma 3.5,

pK(D)(ME*'p)£lI(ME\K) = {0}.

Thus, ME *' p £ f)KeKu{E) kerpK(D) = DV(E), as desired.

Next we prove that

(3.8) U(ME) D DV(E).

Let q £ Du(E). In view of Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.8, it suffices to

show that ME * (eaq) = 0 for all a £ 2nZs\0. To that end, fix a € 2nZs \ 0

and set

K := {£, £ E: M4 * ea = 0} = {£ £ E: Ms(a) = 0}.

We shall show that MK * (eaq) — 0, which would imply that ME * (eaq) = 0

since ME = ME\K * MK . We first observe that (3.4) (with E there replaced by

K) implies that for any / £ 3>'(RS),

(3.9) VKf = MK*pK(D)fi

Next we observe that M^(a) ^ 0 for £ £ E\K, so ME\K*ea = eaME\K(a) ^ 0.

By Corollary 2.8, ME\K *' 1 £ n, i.e., K £ KV(E). Consequently, pK(D)q =
0, whence by (3.9),

(3.10) VKq = MK*pK(D)q = 0.

As M^*ea = 0 for every t\ £ K, Lemma 3.6 allows us to deduce that V^ea - 0.

Hence, by Lemma 2.10 and (3.10), VK(eaq) = eaVKq = 0. Appealing to (3.9)
once again, we obtain

(3.11) Pk(D)(Mk * (eaq)) = VK(eaq) = 0.

Finally, for every £ e K, p^(D)ea ^ 0 by Lemma 2.10. This means that each

p$(D), £ £ K, is 1-1 on ean, hence so is Pk(T>) ■ Thus, since MK * (eaq) £

eaYl, (3.11) can hold only if MK * (eaq) = 0. This finishes the proof.   □

Theorem 3.2 reduces the computation of the approximation order of S(ME)

to the identification of those subsets Y c E for which 1 e U(My). For an

integral E, we have already mentioned a simple criterion for this to hold, viz.,

1 e Yl(My) if and only if Y is of rank s. However, for a general E the

situation appears to be much more involved. We know of such a condition only

when 5 = 1 (1 e Yl(ME) if and only if one of the entries of E is integral). The

following example, whose computational details are omitted, indicates some
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of the difficulties that occur even in the bivariate setting. In what follows, we

define

K'u(E) := {Y £ KV(E): Y\i $ K[/(S) for any £ £ Y}

and note that

DV(E)=    fj    ker pY(D).
YGK'V(S)

Example 3.12. Let s — 2, n = 8 , and

/A   0   A   l   A   A    A    l\_        72u2122        2        M

\0   \   I   \    1    1   -i   0/

Using the fact that for any ^ e E and a £ Zs, M^(2na) = 0 if and only if

t\ • a £ Z\0, it can be verified that for Y c E, MY provides a partition of unity

if and only if Y contains one of the following matrices

/I    0    J-    1    J-     ■!■ \V,  •_  I   2      u      2       l      2        2     \
x m~ \0    i    i    i     1    -■!■/'

\"      2      2      2       * 2 /

It follows that the (six) elements of K'^s) are all 2 x 2, so Theorem 3.2

guarantees that n(Af=) = Iii . The matrix E is irredundant in the sense that

the removal of any column from E leads to a box spline M with W(M) ^ ni,
yet one can remove five (!) columns from S to get

»-c::)
whose corresponding Yl(ME>) is of dimension 2 = dimn(Af=) - 1 . This is in

stark contrast with the integral case, where the removal of any direction from

E results in a corresponding polynomial space that is (strictly) smaller.

However, the approximation order of S(ME), for a general E, can be com-

puted as follows. First, for every aeCJ, let Ka(E) := {£ £ E: £ ■ a £ Z\0}.

Then we have

Theorem 3.13. Let ME be a box spline, and let {Ka(E): aeCs} be as above.

Then the approximation order from the space S(ME) is the number

(3.14) min{#Ka(E):a£Zs\0}.

Proof. From (1.2) it follows that

Mi(2na) = 0&t£Ka(E),

hence also

M{ * e2Ka = 0 & £ £ Ka(E).

Therefore, for every a, M=\^(i(H) * t^ita ¥" 0, which implies, by Corollary 2.8,

that tfa(E) £ KV(E) for every a £ ZJ\0. Furthermore, if K £ K'^S) then
1 £ l~l(ME\K), hence, by Corollary 2.8, there exists an aeZJ\0 such that

ME\K * e2na # 0, which implies that Ka(E) c K; since both A^a(E) and K
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are elements of K[/(S) and K is minimal in Kry(E), we get K = Ka(E). We

conclude that

K!V(E) c {Ka(E): a £ Z*\0} C IMS),

hence

Du(E)=   fl   kerpKa{E)(D).
a€Z5\0

The required result now follows from Theorem 3.2 and the Strang-Fix Condi-

tions.   □

4. Approximation order from submodule-translates

The determination of the approximation order of the box spline space S(ME)

admits an equivalent formulation, which, as a matter of fact, initiated our study

here. This brief section is devoted to its discussion.

Let S be an s x n integral matrix and j/ a submodule of the Z-module

Zs of length s, namely, s/ = AZS, where A is an s x s integral matrix of full

rank. Define

Sj/(MS) := span{L^ME: Best).

Proceeding as we did in the introductory section, we may define the approxi-

mation order of the space S& (Mb) in an entirely analogous fashion. Owing to

the relation [BH]

MH = \detA\MAEoA,

the approximation order of S^(ME) is seen to be precisely that of the spline

space 5(M^-iS). Therefore, Theorem 3.13 readily yields

Theorem 4.1. Let E be a s x n integral matrix, A a s x s integral matrix of

rank s, and srf := AZS. Then the approximation order from Sj^(ME) is the

number

min{#Ka(A~xE): a £ Zs\0} = min{#Ka(E): a £ (A-x)rZs\0}.

Example 4.2. Let

„ _ (I    •••    1    0   •••    0    1--    1     1     ■••      1 \
a-    \^o   ...    0    1    •••    1    1    •••    1    -1    •••    -l) '

where the vectors ft := (1,0), & := (0,1), £3 := (1,1), and £4 := (1,-1)
occur with multiplicities 771, 772, 773,  and 774 , respectively. Let

A := ( J    _|   J     and    j/ := AZ2,

so that
(A~xfZ2 = {a = (ax , a2) £ {Z2: (ax + a2) £ Z}.

Suppose that a £ (^_1)TZ2\0. Then a-tlj £ Z, j = 3, 4, so #Ka(E) > n3 + n4
unless one of a • ̂ 3 or a • £4 is zero; in which case #A^a(S) > min{7?3, 774} .

In fact, choosing a = (%, ±3), we see that min{#A:Q(E): a £ (A~X)TZ2 \ 0} =

min{7i3, 714} . As a result, Theorem 4.1 implies that the approximation order of

Sj/(Mb) is min{773, 774}. We thus recover [JR, Theorem 3]. It is not without

interest to note, that in view of (1.12), the approximation order of 5(M=) (as

opposed to 5j/(Me)) is min{-«; + Ylt=i nk: J: = 1, 2, 3, 4}.
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